We are searching for early-type stars towards the Galactic centre which are potentially young objects situated within the inner few kiloparsecs of the disk. Photographic photometry from the UK Schmidt Telescope has been used to identify the bluest candidates in nineteen Schmidt fields (centred close to the Galactic centre). We have previously obtained FLAIR low dispersion spectroscopy for three of these fields to estimate spectral types and here we present spectroscopy for an additional seven fields. Combining the results for all ten fields, 56 stars were initially classified as early-B type. Estimates of the equivalent widths of their Balmer and He i lines have been used to estimate atmospheric parameters and 32 targets have effective temperatures greater than or equal to 17 000 K (corresponding to a spectral type of B3 or earlier). The spectra of seven of these targets also have absorption lines due to O ii and Si iii and can be reliably classified as early-B type. Additionally 78 stars have estimated effective temperatures between 11 000 and 16 000 K with a further a further 50 objects identified as late-B (or early-A) type. All but two of the early B-type candidates have magnitudes in the range 12.0 ≤ V ≤ 16.0, and our best estimates of their distance suggest that they could be close to (i.e. Rg < 3 kpc), or even beyond the Galactic centre.
Introduction
We are undertaking a survey to identify young early-type stars towards the centre of our Galaxy. The rationale and methodology were discussed by Dufton et al. (1999 -hereafter DSH) , where results for three Schmidt fields were also presented. Early-type stars play an important role in the evolutionary history of galaxies (see, for example, the proceedings of the second Boulder-Munich workshop -Howarth 1998). Recent investigations include our Galaxy (Gummersbach et al. 1998; Rolleston et al. 2000) , the Magellanic System (Korn et al. 2000; Rolleston et al. 1999) , M31 (Smartt et al. 2001a ) and M33 (Monteverde et al. 1997) , with lower resolution observations possible for even more distant galaxies (e.g. Bresolin et al. 2001) . Their short evolutionary lifetimes (typically 10 million years) ensure that early-type stars provide information on the "current" status of the host galaxy.
Stellar investigations of the chemical composition of the Galactic disk have concentrated mainly on the anticentre direction (Smartt & Rolleston 1997; Gummersbach et al. 1998; Rolleston et al. 2000) and have provided reliable stellar estimate of large scale abundance gradients Send offprint requests to: P. L. Dufton, e-mail: p.dufton@qub.ac.uk for a relatively wide range of elements. Studies towards the Galactic centre have been hampered by the large extinction at optical wavelengths. However, preliminary investigations of stars with Galactic latitudes 2
• ≤ |b| ≤ 10
• have shown that it is possible to map both the chemical composition and stellar populations towards and beyond the Galactic centre (Smartt et al. 2001b; Ryans et al. 1997; Venn et al. 1998 ).
In order to further these studies, it is important to identify more potential targets and also go to fainter magnitudes than is available from published catalogues (Reed 1993; Reed & Beatty 1995) . This requires a wide-field survey technique employing both multi-colour photometry and preliminary low-resolution spectroscopy for spectraltype classification. The UK Schmidt telescope provides appropriate instrumentation to fulfill our needs. As discussed in DSH, suitable photographic material for a mosaic of 19 Schmidt fields (yielding a total survey area of 475 square degrees) has already been obtained, and we have measured a subset of 14 of these fields, to produce lists of candidate blue stellar objects. For three fields, low dispersion multi-object spectroscopy of the blue targets were obtained by DSH and here were present spectroscopy for a further seven fields. Tritton (1983) ; see also the UKSTU online catalogue at http://www.roe.ac.uk/
Observational data

Photographic photometry
The photographic photometry and its reduction has been discussed in detail by DSH and Fig. 1 , taken from their paper, shows the Galactic centre survey region, and the 19 fields. These are labeled with standard UK Schmidt field numbers -see, for example, Tritton (1983) . Fields were surveyed using existing short exposure V plates from the plate library along with new U films obtained specially for this work. The photographs were scanned using the precision microdensitometer SuperCOSMOS (see, for example, Hambly et al. 1998 ) and stellar candidates identified and matched as discussed in DSH. An approximate calibration of the V -band instrumental magnitudes was obtained by fitting instrumental magnitudes versus V photometry from the Tycho stars in each field. No independent data were available for calibration of the U -band photographic instrumental magnitudes; hence in order to make the blue object selection in each field, we used the u − v colour index. Note that as discussed in DSH, we corrected this index to allow for zero-point offsets which are functions of magnitude. A typical pseudo colour-magnitude scatter plot is shown in Fig. 2 of DSH. This procedure then allowed us to select the bluest stars in each field in the range 11.5 < V < 16 regardless of magnitude and in a consistent manner from field to field.
The relative accuracy of these colours was estimated by DSH to be at best ∼0.2 m . Also because the fields are very crowded, the de-blending algorithm will discard many overlapping images. However, for identifying early-type stellar candidates in the region of the Galactic centre, completeness is not a major consideration. The photometric data are available from the authors on request for the 7 fields which are discussed here, together with the 3 field previously discussed by DSH.
Low resolution spectroscopy
Low resolution spectroscopy was undertaken using the FLAIR instrument on the UK Schmidt Telescope at Siding Springs with seven nights being allocated in June 1999. Conditions were good throughout the run and one field was observed in both the red and blue spectral regions each night. The procedures adopted were similar to those discussed by DSH and only brief details are given here. The FLAIR system with the 100 µm diameter fibres allows the simultaneous observation of up to 90 objects (from which target and sky fibres need to be allocated) subject to limitations imposed by the finite size of the fibre ferrules and prisms. Typically between 30 and 50 fibres were positioned on stellar targets with typically 10 sky positions. The prioritisation of targets was primarily based on their colours, with the very blue targets only being excluded if proximity to another star made this necessary. Spectra were obtained covering the wavelength regions from approximately 3860 to 4640Å using the 1200B grating with a resolution (full-width-half-maximum) of approximately 2.7Å and from approximately 5400 to 6900Å at a resolution of approximately 5.9Å using the 600R grating. Further details of the FLAIR instrument can be found in Parker & Watson (1994) .
Preliminary data reduction was undertaken using the AAO's FLAIR package within the IRAF environment (Drinkwater & Holman 1996) and followed the procedures discussed in DSH. The IRAF package dofibers (Valdes 1992) was used to extract the 1D spectra from each image, correct for the fibre-to-fibre variation in throughput (from the flat-field response frames), sky subtract, and then wavelength calibrate the final product.
The bluest stellar candidates, including all those for which spectroscopy was obtained, are summarised for each field in Tables 2 to 8 . These list the coordinates, magnitudes and colours and where available spectral types inferred from the low resolution spectroscopy. The spectra are available from the authors on request.
Analysis
Spectral types
The reduced spectra were input into the starlink package, dipso (Howarth et al. 1993 ) for further analysis. Initially the aim was to estimate spectral types for all the spectra which had a sufficient signal. For the blue spectra, the classification scheme is similar to that used by DSH, but for the red spectra, it has been significantly extended. Indeed DSH considered the red and blue spectra together when estimating spectral types. The different approach adopted here reflects the higher quality and more extensive nature of the red spectra than those that were available to DSH. Blue spectra: O type: Presence of He ii lines at 4200 and 4541Å (note that no stars of this type were identified).
Early-B type: Relatively weak and narrow Balmer lines coupled with a well developed neutral helium spectrum. The Ca ii line (at 3933Å), Mg ii close doublet (at 4481Å) should be weak or absent (the interstellar components in the Ca ii lines should normally appear weak at this spectral resolution).
Mid-B type: Stronger and broader Balmer lines coupled with a weak but still distinct neutral helium spectrum. The Ca ii, Mg ii, if present, are weak (with, for example, the He i line at 4471Å being stronger than Mg ii).
Late-B type: Strong and broad Balmer lines coupled with a very weak neutral helium spectrum. Normally moderate Ca ii, and Mg ii features (with, for example, the Mg ii doublet being at least as strong as the He i line at 4471Å). AB-type: Balmer lines (often strong and broad) coupled with no detectable neutral helium spectrum. Moderate Ca ii, and Mg ii features (if observable). Such stars will normally be late-B/early-A type for high quality spectra but might also be early or mid-B type for lower quality spectra (in this case they will usually be designated AB?).
Late-type: Strong Ca ii line with the G-band often present. No neutral helium lines visible.
Planetary Nebulae (PN): Balmer lines in emission with underlying continuum being weak. Often the neutral helium lines also observed in emission. Note that at the available spectral resolution, the candidates could also be faint post-asymptotic-giant-branch stars such as LSIV -12 111 (Conlon et al. 1993) .
Subdwarf (sd): Strong Balmer lines coupled with the absence of Mg ii or Ca ii lines expected in late-B/A-type stars.
Peculiar or composite: A small number of spectra of moderate or high quality could not be satisfactorily classified. Some of these appeared to be composite with both early-type and late-type spectral characteristics.
Red spectra:
Early-B-type: Relatively weak and narrow Balmer Hα line and detectable neutral helium lines at 5876 and 6678Å. The Na i doublet at 5890Å (often blended with the nearby He I line) should be weak.
Mid-B-type: Stronger and broader Hα coupled with a weak but still distinct neutral helium spectrum. The Na i features should be weak.
AB type: Hα (often strong and broad) coupled with no detectable neutral helium spectrum. Normally the Na i doublet is weak. Such stars will usually be late-B/early-A type for the high quality spectra but might also be early or mid-B type for lower quality spectra (in this case they will normally be designated AB?).
Late-type: The Na i doublet should be strong with no neutral helium lines visible. The Balmer Hα line is often in emission.
Planetary Nebulae (PN): Balmer Hα line in emission with underlying continuum being weak. Often the neutral helium lines and the [N ii] doublet at 6548 and 6583Å are also observed in emission. As for the blue spectra, these targets could be post-asymptotic-giant-branch stars.
The classification of the blue and red spectra were undertaken independently. Normally the assignments were consistent but in a few cases they disagreed. These spectra were checked to ensure that the discrepancy did not arise from a typographical error but otherwise the classifications remained unchanged. In all cases, more weight should be given to classification from the blue spectra, given both their higher spectral resolution and larger number of spectral diagnostics. Indeed the classifications from the red spectra are probably best considered as consistency checks of the classifications from the blue spectra. In particular the Hα line is useful for distinguishing between normal, massive B-type main sequence stars (where the line is in absorption) and evolved, hot PAGB stars where the line is often in emission (Conlon et al. 1993) .
The classifications are summarised for the seven fields in Tables 2 to 8 . Also listed are the mean counts in the summed spectra for the wavelength ranges 3900 to 4600Å (blue) and 5600 to 6800Å (red), which as discussed by DSH should allow an estimate of the continuum signal-to-noise ratio. The quality of the spectra was generally higher than in DSH -this arises mainly from the better seeing conditions. The limits in the range of quality is reasonably well illustrated by Fig. 3 in DSH, although the quality of our best spectra is higher than shown there.
Early-type candidates
For the B-type candidates, an attempt has been made to obtain a more reliable classification and to estimate atmospheric parameters. Note that we excluded targets where the classification was uncertain or based solely on the red spectra. Equivalent widths (listed in Tables 9 to 11) were estimated, using the methods discussed by DSH, for the Balmer, Hδ, Hγ, for the neutral helium lines at 4026, 4143, 4387 and 4471Å and the metal lines, Mg ii at 4481Å and Ca ii at 3933Å. No attempt was made to measure features in the red spectra, due to the lower spectral resolution, and nebular emission contaminating the Hα line (even after correction using sky fibres) and the relative paucity of suitable features. For the late-B type sample, no neutral helium line equivalent widths are included as these features were either very weak or absent.
Assuming a normal helium to hydrogen ratio, the relative strength of the neutral helium and hydrogen lines can provide an estimate of the stellar effective temperature. Then the absolute strength of the hydrogen lines can be used to estimate the gravity. We have followed the procedures discussed in detail by DSH and based on a grid of models generated with the atlas9 code of Kurucz (1991) and an lte model atmosphere code (Smartt et al. 1996b ). The atmospheric parameters are again summarized in Tables 9 to 11 and include estimates for stars in the three fields discussed by DSH. We note the following:
-for stars with high effective temperatures the ratio of the strengths of the helium and hydrogen lines do not significantly vary with temperature. Hence for some of the stars in Table 9 , we are only able to give a lower limit to the effective temperature (≥20 000 K) and a corresponding lower limit to the gravity; -the continuum for the hydrogen lines was arbitrarily defined at ±16Å from the line centre to facilitate measurement. This leads to the theoretical equivalent widths becoming relatively insensitive to gravity when the lines are strong (i.e. at low effective temperatures and high gravities). Hence in these cases, we cannot constrain the gravity and these are designated hgl (for high gravity limit) in Table 11 .
Even for the best observed stars, there will be considerable uncertainties in the atmospheric parameters. Realistic error estimates would be at least ±1000-2000 K in effective temperature and ±0.2-0.3 in the logarithmic gravity. The uncertainties for the lower quality spectra could be larger.
Below we discuss the atmospheric parameters for each group of preliminary spectral-types. To simplify the discussion, stars are represented by two numbers (in square brackets) representing the field and the star:
Early-B-type candidates: DSH's list of 10 candidates has now increased to 56 targets, with 23 stars in the high effective temperature limit. In these cases only lower limits can be estimated for both the temperature and gravity. Assuming that these stars are main (or near) main sequence stars with logarithmic gravities less than 4.2 dex (Claret 1995) , then the upper values of their effective temperatures can also be estimated. These would be less than 30 000 K for all the stars, apart from [279, 19] and hence consistent with the lack of an observed He ii spectrum (see DSH for details). The target, [279, 19] , would appear to be either an evolved giant or supergiant (and hence a very distant object) or, more likely, a highly evolved postasymptotic-giant branch or post-horizontal-branch star.
The spectra of some targets in the high temperature limit are of sufficient quality that metal lines can be seen. Those for the six stars with the most prominent metal lines are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The spectra of five stars show evidence of lines due to O ii (at 4070-4090Å and near to Hγ) and in some cases Si iii (at 4550-4575Å). Assuming that the metal abundances are relatively normal, this would imply a spectral type of B0 or B1. The sixth star, [589, 53] , is probably cooler as the O ii spectrum is not seen, while the C ii at 4267Å is present; in this case a spectral type of B2 or later would appear to be appropriate.
There are nine stars that have helium to hydrogen line ratios that imply effective temperatures of 17 000 to 18 000 K but as discussed by DSH, their observational uncertainties are consistent with them being in the high temperature limit. However five targets, if they are main sequence stars, have effective temperatures less than approximately 20 000 K as otherwise they would have too large a surface gravity. For the other four targets ([333,60] , [391, 23] , [520, 15] , [591, 34] ), their hydrogen line strengths are weaker and hence would be consistent with a higher effective temperature main sequence star. The spectra of [520, 15] is of too low a quality to distinguish metal lines but those of the other three targets are shown in Fig. 3 . For two stars ([333,60] , [591, 34] ), the O ii spectrum appears to be present, which implies that their effective temperatures may indeed be greater than 20 000 K. For [391, 23] , the absence of O ii lines coupled with a prominent C ii feature at 4267Å is compatible with its estimated effective temperature. The remaining targets have effective temperature estimates between 14 000 and 16 000 K, which are low for our original spectral classification as early-B type. We note that all these targets are from our current spectroscopy, where the data quality is generally significantly higher than that discussed by DSH. Hence, even relatively weak neutral helium lines are clearly visible in the current dataset and this may explain why they have been subjectively classified as early-B type. For targets with specific effective temperature estimates, thirty three stars appear to be on (or near) the Fig. 2 . Normalised spectra for six targets in the high effective temperature limit, with sufficient signal-to-noise to identify metal lines. Fig. 3 . Normalised spectra for three targets with effective temperature estimates of 17 000 to 18 000 K, with sufficient signalto-noise to identify metal lines. main sequence (with log g ≥ 3.7); however eight stars have lower gravities. The latter are likely to be a mixture of relatively young giants and old evolved stars. As discussed by, for example, Conlon et al. (1993) , some evolved stars show strong emission in the Balmer Hα line. Seven of the lower gravity stars show no evidence of emission, while one ([391,13] ]) shows modest emission in the stellar core.
Mid-B-type candidates: Atmospheric parameters could be estimated for all the stars (apart from [393, 24] discussed by DSH). Although the He i line strengths are often relatively poorly determined, they vary rapidly with the effective temperature. Hence the estimates of the atmospheric parameters should normally be reliable.
Our effective temperature estimates range from 11 000 to 16 000 K and indicate that our selection criteria have led to a homogeneous sample. The presence of cooler stars (which would be better classified as late-B type) reflects the difficulty of discriminating by eye between a range of weak neutral helium line strengths particularly when considering spectra of different quality (see the comment above on early-B type classification). As for the early-B type candidates, most of the stars appear to be on (or near) the main sequence (again with log g ≥ 3.7), but now a significant minority (23 stars out of a sample of 54) have lower gravities. Only sixteen of these targets have red spectra as DSH did not observe this spectral region for the F393 and F454 fields. Eleven targets show no evidence of emission, while four targets ([333,34] , [333, 48] , [456, 15] , [589, 23] ) show modest emission in the stellar core. For one star ([333,19] ), the emission is very strong and almost certainly present in the stellar spectrum, implying that this star may be evolved. We stress that Hα emission is not present in the spectra of all post-AGB stars and hence we are unable to definitively classify the remaining low gravity targets.
Late-B/A-type candidates: For all these stars the neutral helium lines were either absent or too weak to measure. We have therefore assumed that they have equivalent widths of less than 0.5Å. This should be appropriate for the spectra with low counts, but will be too conservative for the better quality data. For example, the metal line equivalent widths listed in Tables 9 to 11 are as small at 0.2Å. However, as discussed by DSH, it was not felt that the data warranted assigning different equivalent width limits to each spectrum as these would, in any case, also have been wavelength dependent. The limits on the atmospheric parameters estimates are given in Table 11 . Note that as discussed above "hgl" implies that the hydrogen lines were too strong for a reliable upper limit to the gravity to be estimated. If a more stringent He i line equivalent width limit of 0.2Å was adopted, the upper limits on the effective temperature and logarithmic gravity would be reduced by typically 2 000 K and 0.2 dex respectively.
The stars appear to fall into two subgroups. Forty targets have maximum gravities that are consistent with them being main sequence targets, whilst the other ten have lower gravities. As for the previous groups, these may either be relatively young stars evolving from the hydrogen main sequence or older post-AGB objects and indeed four stars ([279,10] , [333, 55] , [391, 12] , [589, 45] ) show moderate amounts of Hα emission.
Discussion
For the ten fields surveyed, we have identified 32 B-type stars with effective temperature, T eff ≥ 17 000 K and 78 targets with 11 000 ≤ T eff ≤ 16 000 K. Additionally 50 targets have effective temperatures T eff ≤ 12 000 K and are probably either late-B or early-A spectral type. In Fig. 4 , the effective temperature estimates are plotted against the photographic colour and no significant correlation is found. As discussed by DSH, this probably reflects a combination of two factors, viz. intrinsic errors in our colour determinations (that were estimated in Sect. 2.1 to be of the order of 0.2 magnitudes) and spatial variations in the reddening. However a consequence of this lack of correlation (and the blending problems discussed in Sect 2.1) is that we cannot be certain that our sample of early-type objects is even near to being complete.
The apparent V photographic magnitudes are plotted against the effective temperature estimates in Fig. 5 . Both the hot and cool targets seem to have a similar distribution in magnitudes, with tentative evidence for the hotter stars being marginally fainter. At first sight, this is surprising as the hotter stars should be intrinsically more luminous. However they will also have a lower . The observed distributions are not reliable indicators of the true number density of each spectral type (due to the incompleteness arguments given in Sect. 2). However it is clear that the early-B types in general lie several degrees from the plane, indicating that they may be runaways or evolved PAGB stars (see Sect. 4 for details). The relative paucity of objects at l ∼ −5 (fields 454 and 393) are indicative of the poor observing conditions during which the spectra were taken and hence the number of stars with reliable spectral types are considerably lower than in the other fields.
space density, which could explain the observed distribution. Alternatively, there might be a significant number of sub-luminous objects in our hot star sample. To distinguish such objects would require far higher signal-to-noise and spectral resolution than presented here.
DSH presented illustrative estimations of distances to the early-type stars in the initial sample in three fields. In particular, they arbitrarily assumed a value of E(B−V ) 0.3, similar to that found for LS4825 -a star that is believed to be beyond the Galactic Centre (Ryans et al. 1997) . Adopting the same value for the reddening, our early-B-type targets (which lie in a magnitude range of 12.0 < ∼ V < ∼ 16.0) would map onto a distance scale of 4 to 30 kpc. As discussed by DSH, the extinction towards these targets will be highly variable and this will lead to major uncertainties in these distances. For this reason, we have not attempted to estimate distances to individual stars and emphasize that the distance range is purely illustrative and consistent with some of the objects being close to the galactic centre. The nature and position of these targets will require both reliable estimates of the extinction (from CCD photometry) and of the atmospheric parameters (from high dispersion spectroscopy)
In Fig. 6 we show the Galactic longitude and latitude of the early-type targets in comparison with those of other types. The latitudes of the early-types are generally in the region 2
• < ∼ |b| < ∼ 10 • , with a few stars lying closer to the plane. The distribution of stars is not representative of the true surface density of each type of object due to the incompleteness of our survey (as discussed in Sect. 2), however it is useful to examine where our detected early-B types tend to lie in respect to the other objects and the Galactic plane. Obviously the field centres chosen for the plates will also affect the observed distribution (see Fig. 1 ). No obvious pattern of spatial distribution emerges for the early-B types, but it is clear that many of them do lie away from the plane with |b| > ∼ 2
• . These are at similar distances from the plane as the stars analysed in detail by Smartt et al. (2001b and Venn et al. (1998) . The former two studies show that normal, massive B-type stars can exist in these regions, probably having been ejected from the plane soon after formation. However some of the targets are probably old, evolved, post-AGB or post-BHB stars with effective temperatures similar to those of the normal young stars. A more detailed discussion of the possible scenarios has been given in DSH.
In conclusion, we have discovered a significant number of blue objects (56 in total) which have spectra indicative of early-type B stars lying towards the Galactic centre. An estimation of atmospheric parameters indicates that 32 of these have effective temperatures greater than or equal to 17 000 K. They have similar Galactic latitudes to the normal stars found by Smartt et al. (2001b and hence it is likely that some of them are inner Galaxy, young massive objects. The brightest, hottest candidates will be targeted in a future observing campaign involving high-resolution, high signal-to-noise spectroscopic measurements. This should provide a sample of young stars which were born within the inner 3-4 kpc, and whose photospheric abundances are representative of the interstellar medium in this region. This will supplement the sample of stars analysed Smartt et al. (2001b) to probe the chemistry of the inner regions of the Galactic disk.
